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Do you have nail problems?
Problems with toe nails are common and you are not alone. Toenails should be thin, flat, pink,
and flexible. If your toenails are thick, yellow, brittle, cracking, painful, or do not grow there is a
problem. At the Foot & Ankle Center of Frisco our Doctors provide a comprehensive evaluation,
diagnosis, and treatment to restore your nail to their natural condition. In order to effectively treat
toenail disorders an accurate diagnosis must be made. Small samples of trimmed nail is sent to a local
pathology lab to determine the cause of the condition. Causes can include, nail fungus, bacterial
infection, trauma, bone spurs, and autoimmune disorders. If bone spurs are suspected X-Rays are
required. Our facility provides the following treatments.
The Pinpoint laser system used at our facility is a pain free laser system which is FDA cleared to
treat fungal and bacterial infection of toenails. This particular is the most effective. We offer very
competitive pricing for our laser treatments to help ensure as many patients as possible can benefit
from this new technology.
Keryflex nail restoration system is a simple, in office procedure that offers immediate cosmetic
results. The state of the art resin, once applied to the nail, can be trimmed, painted, and clipped just like
a normal nail. Typical applications range from 2-3 months. The durable non porous resin protects and
allows the nail to grow, inhibiting the growth of fungus and helping the nail heal as it grows in.
Along with our Pinpoint Laser treatment and Keryflex nail restoration system we have a
comprehensive treatment protocol that utilizes safe topical medications and patient education to help
ensure that your nail condition improves and stays that way long after treatment is complete.
If you’re tired or embarrassed of your toenails and would like to wear sandals in confidence
again, contact your specialist at the Foot & Ankle Center of Frisco for consultation today.
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